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Is it any wonder that there are hundreds of men in the South today who are wasting'
their lives in dissipation when the absolute failure of the so-calf-ed whisky cures is taken
into consideration? Many of these men have paid their good money for a hypodermic
treatment, or a home cure that did not cure So far they have not been able to 'dis-

tinguish between the True and the False, as the unsatisfactory results and the bad after
effects of the so-call- ed cures have brought all treatments into disrepute in .the minds of

many people

The only successful method of curing the liquor habit without the bad after effects
is the Dr McKanna treatment It has been practiced ten years exclusively by Dr,
McKanna and in all the ten years there has not been a single case treated where the de-

sire for liquor was pot effectually destroyed, and not a single death occurred while a
patient was under treatment '

.

There is the True and the False, and investigation will prove it Gom-par-e

the records of the so-calle- d cures with the Dr. McKanna treatment
and it will not be hard to distinguish between the good and the bad.
Dr. McKanna refers to his thousands of ex-patien- ts for Evidence of the
Success of His Treatment.

Dr. McKanna is the only man in the world who Cures the Liquor Habit in three
days. His treatment positively destroys all desire or craving for liquor and builds up the
run down constitution, fitting a man for business. No dangerous hypodermic or harm-

ful drugs used.

WHILE IN OUR SANITARIUM YOU ARE AS STRICTLY PRIVATE AS IN YOUR OWN HOME.
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For Full Information Call or Address
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Trained Male and Female Attendants In Attendance
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